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ACROSS
Error literally made by ISP right in the middle 
of money-making venture (8)

1

Facility reduced support for artist's work (4)6
Time in hotel given to five in a wretched 
place (5)

9

Connections about to restore large fighting 
force (3,6)

10

Sound receiver is pointed away from broken 
radiotelephone (3-4)

13

Dehydrate vegetables primarily needed in 
unusual relish (7)

14

Sleepyhead disheartened an energetic person? 
(4)

15

Upset and sick taking pill regularly (10)16
Figure of solid build moved redhead on 
outside clubs (10)

19

Trees pruned before all others (4)20
Turn up mostly office material that promotes 
growth (7)

23

Put back from football competition into 
contest (7)

25

Intimidated doctor, one imprisoned by a 
greatly admired man (9)

26

Company, lacking in capital, returned after 
short time (5)

28

Struggle with patient's terminal skin problem 
(4)

29

Epicurean family man implicated in robbery? 
(8)

30

DOWN
Mediocre TV man misread quote (8,5)2
Cushion's edge folded over and down (6)3
I held twin not delivered normally or naturally 
(2,3,4)

4

Lock opener released from pressure (5)5
General, tortured by soldiers at the front, 
blows up (8)

6

Look at pieces painted in pale yellow (3)7
Calculating width in small piece of material 
(6)

8

Detectives identify one held up by capitalists 
(13)

11

Blue glaze coating aluminium dish (5)12
First to turn vulgar, in poker, stuck out (9)17
Decisive action to get rid of aggressive 
advertiser (5-3)

18

Three diamonds cut into little pieces? (5)19
Tired agent camped outside shelter (6)21
Excellent snooker shot pocketed by child (4-
2)

22

Fish trap hooked up with chain (5)24
Natural sound of thunder (3)27


